Pharmacotherapy for hyperammonemia.
Hepatic encephalopathy (HE) is a serious neuropsychiatric complication that is seen in patients with liver failure. The pathogenesis of HE is not entirely understood, but several hypotheses have emerged and persisted during the years. Despite the many prevalent hypotheses, most of the existing evidence point to ammonia as the main culprit behind primary and secondary symptoms making it the center of potential therapeutic options for the treatment of HE. Most treatments of hyperammonemia target the organs and metabolic processes involved in ammonia detoxification. This article provides a review of the current targets of therapy as well as the drugs used for hyperammonemia treatment. Lactulose and rifaximin have a proven role as measures to use for secondary prophylaxis and are the mainstay of current therapy. The use of molecular adsorbent recirculating system in patients with severe HE has been proven to be efficacious, but through mechanisms that appear to be independent of ammonia. The main challenge that faces the further development of treatments for HE is finding appropriate end points, and the next step would be to provide evidence of the effectiveness of established treatments and define the role of emerging new treatments.